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ABSTRACT

Traditionally, the visual analysis of hierarchies, respectively, trees, is conducted by focusing on one given hierarchy. However, in many research areas multiple, differing hierarchies need to be analyzed simultaneously in a comparative way – in particular to highlight differences between them, which sometimes can be subtle. A prominent example is the analysis of so-called phylogenetic trees in biology, reflecting hierarchical evolutionary relationships among a set of organisms. Typically, the analysis considers multiple phylogenetic trees, either to account for statistical significance or for differences in derivation of such evolutionary hierarchies; for example, based on different input data, such as the 16S ribosomal RNA and protein sequences of highly conserved enzymes. The simultaneous analysis of a collection of such trees leads to more insight into the evolutionary process. We introduce a novel visual analytics approach for the comparison of multiple hierarchies focusing on both global and local structures. A new tree comparison score has been elaborated for the derivation of such phylogenetic trees, either to account for statistical significance or for differences in derivation of such evolutionary hierarchies; for example, based on different input data, such as the 16S ribosomal RNA and protein sequences of highly conserved enzymes. The simultaneous analysis of a collection of such trees leads to more insight into the evolutionary process. We develop a set of linked hierarchy views showing the results of automatic tree comparison on various levels of details. This combined approach offers detailed assessment of local and global tree similarities. The approach was developed in close cooperation with experts from the evolutionary biology domain. We apply it to a phylogenetic data set on bacterial structures and data types. The comparison of multiple trees is an important issue in biology and other application areas. Biologists often are concerned with evolutionary relationships between organisms. Such relationships are typically represented and analyzed by so-called phylogenetic trees. These trees show similarities in sequence alignments prepared from biological data such as DNA- or protein sequences. The leaves correspond to the respective organisms, while the branches denote the evolutionary ancestry between them.

1 INTRODUCTION

The comparison of multiple trees is an important issue in biology and other application areas. Biologists often are concerned with evolutionary relationships between organisms. Such relationships are typically represented and analyzed by so-called phylogenetic trees. These trees show similarities in sequence alignments prepared from biological data such as DNA- or protein sequences. The leaves correspond to the respective organisms, while the branches denote the evolutionary ancestry between them.

The derivation of such phylogenetic trees is usually based on differing assumptions on the evolutionary model; thus the derived trees are highly susceptible to parameter choices [14, 23]. Therefore, it is very important to compare sets of trees flexibly. The simultaneous analysis of multiple trees is expected to lead to more insight into the evolutionary processes and/or to compensate for uncertainties in the model parameterizations.

The goal of comparing phylogenetic trees is to find similarities and differences between them at the same time. This is not restricted to global similarity evaluation, but more importantly, also encompasses the assessment of local patterns. For example, it is important to examine the conservation of subhierarchies across the trees. The typical tasks include identification of globally interesting trees for reference purpose, finding locally dissimilar structures in trees with high global similarity to a reference tree, or the conservation of a selected subhierarchy in other trees (see Section 4 for more information).

In the analysis, we have to distinguish two different levels of complexity a) the number of trees to compare and b) the number of organisms (leaves) in each tree. A typical research project deals with 10 to 50 phylogenetic trees or even more, while the number of organisms in the analysis spans orders of magnitude, from highly specialized questions on some ten, up to thousands of entities obtained from high-throughput analysis protocols. As numerous projects deal with multiple small trees, new approaches for these questions will have immediate benefit for phylogenetic research. Therefore, our contribution concentrates on these use cases.

Biologists currently have no readily available advanced methods for the visual comparison of phylogenetic trees. The tools commonly applied by biologists support visualization of single trees as node link diagrams, e.g., using the FigTree [20] software. For multiple trees, a typical approach is a simple visualization of pairwise tree similarities by a heatmap. However, this approach does not satisfy the analytical needs, in particular, it does not provide structural tree comparison and assessment of local patterns. Therefore, biologists would benefit from flexible, scalable visual analytics tools to mitigate the above mentioned problems.

Comparison of trees has also been addressed in the Information Visualization and Visual Analytics area. The available techniques, however do not support the detailed comparison of multiple trees.

In this paper, we present an interactive visual analytics system capable of comparing multiple trees simultaneously. This approach was developed in close cooperation with the co-authors from biology. As we focus on phylogenetic trees, we assume $n \geq 2$ rooted trees with the same leaf elements (organisms). Although the trees presented in application are predominantly binary, our approach is not restricted to them. Our main contributions and application benefits are:

- We present a new visual analytics approach to compare multiple trees, both on global and local levels. To support efficient tree comparison, we combine automatic data analysis with in-
teractive visualization. This combination allows for data analysis on several levels of detail. In particular, the results of automatic analysis are used for highlighting interesting patterns in the data and selecting data for detailed inspection.

- We introduce a new distance measure to compare rooted trees. Our measure indicates differences in tree structure better than other available measures.

- Our approach has various application benefits for comparing sets of phylogenetic trees (see Section 4). For example, it enables biologists to identify evolutionary stable organism relations, such as the invariance of phylogenies for the two bacteria Clostridium kluyveri and Clostridium beijerinckii.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents related work in the area of visual tree comparison. Section 3 lays out details of our approach. Section 4 demonstrates the usefulness of our approach in a real world application. Section 5 discusses the contributions and limitations of our approach as well as the outline of possible future work. Section 6 concludes.

2 RELATED WORK

An overview of the visual analysis of graphs including their structural comparison is provided in a recent state-of-the-art report [37] presenting an exhaustive survey of work on tree visualization and analysis. Next, building on relevant approaches for interactive tree visualization discussed in Section 2.1, we recall relevant work on visual comparison of multiple trees in Section 2.2.

2.1 Tree Visualization

The main approaches for visual tree analysis include node-link diagrams and treemaps. Node-link diagrams are well suited for the visualization of phylogenetic trees [7, 19, 22]. They allow for the representation of weighted edges and offer an very intuitive representation of binary trees as many users are familiar with them. The usage of links between nodes for larger graphs may be space inefficient. Therefore, specialized layout algorithms have been proposed to increase visualization scalability (see [37] for an overview).

Alternative space efficient techniques, such as treemaps [31], use the whole available space. They recursively lay out child nodes within their respective parent nodes. As this technique employs overlapping of the parent nodes, the users may encounter difficulties with the assessment of the tree structure.

To overcome space limitations and to support exploration of the tree structure, data analysis, visualization techniques and user interaction is combined. Several tree traversal and expansion techniques [2, 9] can be employed to filter a given tree to the most interesting part. Alternatively, distortion techniques (e.g., fisheye views) allocate more display area to the parts of the tree of more higher interest for the user. They can be based on a degree-of-interest function such as in DOI Trees [3, 15] or interactively selected by the user [27, 35]. Multiple coordinated views [5] offer an overview of the main tree structure and a detailed view on the selected parts of the tree. The construction of the overview relies on a score determining the interestingness of the substructure for a more detailed view.

These techniques focus on single trees and therefore form a basis for visual comparison of trees discussed in the following section.

2.2 Visual Tree Comparison

Existing techniques for visual comparison of trees focus on pairwise structural comparison and on comparison of multiple trees. An overview of existing visualization techniques and approaches can be found in [12]. A selection of approaches is laid out in the following section.

**Pairwise comparison:** An overview of general approaches is shown in Fig. 1. Holten et al. [17] proposed an approach matching leaf nodes between two trees. They draw the two trees in opposite parts of the display and link their leaf nodes, while minimizing edge crossing. The crossing of links emphasizes the differences between the tree structures. These visual clues are enhanced by edge bundling. As shown in Figure 1(a), this approach does not reflect all structural differences between trees in some cases. In this case, the leaf nodes are fully aligned, however the tree structure differs. Telea and Auber extended this approach to analyze a sequence of pairwise tree comparisons [33].

Visual tree comparison focusing on the identification of corresponding nodes between the trees was presented by Munzner et al. in the TreeJuxtaposer system [27]. The approach was developed specifically for the analysis of phylogenetic trees. It analyzes and highlights leaf set similarities. This match is performed on demand, when the user clicks on a subtree. In this way, it can be cumbersome to analyze large trees. The matching uses a similarity score based on set overlap of the leaf nodes (see Section 3.1.2). This score regards common groups of nodes without their structural relationship. As seen in Figure 1(b) two nodes (red color) are matched with the highest score, although their subtree structures differ.

Tu and Shen [34] propose a comparison of two trees in a treemap visualization (called “contrast treemap”). It was developed to support a static comparison of dynamic trees in two time points. It unifies the two trees to be compared for structural match. The visualization of the union tree employs specific node coloring and texturing which highlights value differences between leaf nodes. This approach is well suited for comparing value changes, however spotting structural differences above leaf node level is more difficult and is layout dependent. Moreover, the union tree algorithm applied leads to node duplication (creating larger trees), which may complicate visual comparison (see Figure 1(c)).

Comparison of multiple trees: The above mentioned approaches are designed for the comparison of pairs of trees. There are only few techniques dealing with the comparison of multiple graphs (incl. trees). The available techniques for comparing multiple graphs [11, 36] are not specialized on trees and do not allow for explicit visual comparison of tree structures. For trees, the so-called “Trees of Trees” approach constructs a meta-tree by successive union of the underlying trees so that the total distance between tree nodes is minimized [28]. This is a computationally intensive approach. The visualization of the result does not offer direct insights into the inner structural comparisons between the connected trees and does not provide for shared pattern identification. Historically, biologists use simple visualization of pairwise tree simi-
larities in a heatmap [29] combined with hierarchic clustering (see Figure 2). It also does not offer structural tree comparison and assessment of local pattern differences.

Hillies et al. presented an approach for the comparison of many trees [16]. Each tree is represented in a scatterplot using Multidimensional scaling to determine its position. For a more detailed comparison, consensus trees are build revealing common substructures. Details about the uncommon structures are not provided.

3 Approach to Visual Comparison of Sets of Trees

Our approach supports the comparison of multiple, rooted trees with identical leaf elements. It is designed to support identification of similarities and differences between these trees. This is not restricted to global similarity evaluation as in Figure 2. Rather, assessment of local patterns is specifically addressed.

Scalability of the analysis with respect to both the number of compared trees and their sizes (measured by the number of leaf nodes) is supported by visual analysis on several levels of detail. In this respect, we combine comparative data visualization and automatic data analysis. The computation of local and global similarities is used for filtering and highlighting interesting data patterns.

Our approach is based on several interlinked views representing multiple levels of detail in the comparison analysis (see Figure 3). An initial overview shows the similarity matrix between all trees (see Section 3.2.1). From there, one reference tree can be selected for a detailed comparison with other trees (see Section 3.2.3 and 3.2.2). All views are supported by integrated calculation of local and global similarity measures (see Section 3.1).

In the following, we describe our approach in more details. We first describe the employed similarity measures and then detail on the interactive visualization.

3.1 Similarity Measures

There are several approaches to calculate the distance between two trees [27, 32, 39]. We develop a novel scoring scheme, specifically suited for phylogenetic analysis. To support different analytical tasks, we also employ two commonly used measures [27, 32]. We first introduce the terminology and then the measures divided into three categories.

3.1.1 Definitions

We are concerned with rooted trees exclusively in this study. A tree $T$ consists of set of undirected edges $E$ that connect pairs of nodes $V$, formally defined as $T = (V, E); E \subseteq [V]^2$. A tree $T$ is called rooted, if one node is distinguished as a so-called root node: $T = (V, E, r)$. A path in a tree is defined as a unique sequence of connected nodes $p(n_1, n_k) = n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_k$ where $n_i \in V$ and $(n_i, n_{i+1}) \in E$. A weighted tree has edges with associated real numbers as weights $w(e); e \in E$.

Note that in this paper, we use the term hierarchy synonymously to rooted tree. Leaf nodes are nodes, that are connected only to one node. They do not have any child nodes. The set of all leaf nodes of a tree $T$ is denoted as $L(T)$. Non-leaf nodes are referred to as inner nodes. A binary rooted tree, is a tree where each node apart from leaves has two child nodes (descendants). A subtree $T^n \subset T$ of a tree $T$ is a tree consisting of a node $n \in T$ and all of its descendants in $T$. The subtree corresponding to the root node is the entire tree.

We denote the distance of two trees $T_1$ and $T_2$ as $d(T_1, T_2)$ with $0 \leq d(T_1, T_2) \leq 1$, so that small distances (close to 0.0) reflect high similarity of the two trees. The similarity is defined as $s(T_1, T_2) = 1.0 - d(T_1, T_2)$. The similarity of two nodes $n_1 \in T_1$ and $n_2 \in T_2$ is defined as the similarity of the subtrees $T^n_{1, n_1}$ and $T^n_{2, n_2}$ rooted at nodes $n_1$ and $n_2$, respectively. The score of the node $n$ is defined as the maximum similarity to all nodes in the compared tree $T_2$.

The distance of two nodes $n_1, n_2$ in the same tree is defined as the length of the path connecting them: $d(n_1, n_2) = |p(n_1, n_2)| = |e_l|; e_l \in p(n_1, n_2)$. The weighted distance is defined as: $w(d(n_1, n_2)) = \sum w(e_l); e_l \in p(n_1, n_2)$.

We define elements of a tree as a set of all leaf sets $L(T^n)$ of all subtrees $T^n \subset T$: $\text{Elements}(T) = \{L(T^n)\}, \forall n \in T$.

3.1.2 Leaf-Based Measure

Leaf-based approaches measure the similarity of trees $T_1, T_2$ based on their contained leaves $L(T_1)$ and $L(T_2)$. We employ a normalized variant of the Robinson-Foulds distance following the strategy of Munzner and Guimbretiere introduced in [27]:

$s(T_1, T_2) = \frac{|L(T_1) \cap L(T_2)|}{|L(T_1) \cup L(T_2)|}$.

As only the leaves are included in the score calculation, the tree structure is ignored. Consequently, two (sub)trees containing the same leaves are classified as similar even if their structure may differ substantially. An example can be seen in Figure 4(a), where all roots have the maximal score. In this case, however, the internal structure of the trees differs significantly. Therefore, in our approach, we calculate the global similarity of two phylogenetic trees as the average score of all subtrees rooted in the inner nodes.
3.1.3 Element-Based Measure

We present a new element-based score, which extends the leaf-based measure, so that it reflects the inner structure of the tree. In contrast to a leaf-based scoring, the inner-nodes of a tree are incorporated in the score.

\[ s(T_1, T_2) = \frac{\text{Elements}(T_1) \setminus \text{Elements}(T_2)}{\text{Elements}(T_1) \cup \text{Elements}(T_2)} \]

where

\[ \text{Elements}(T_i) = \{L(T_i^i), \forall n_i \in T_i\}, \text{for } i \in \{1, 2\} \]

As an example, the comparison score of the roots of the left (\(T_1\)) and center (\(T_2\)) tree in Figure 4(b) is shown.

\[ s(T_1, T_2) = \frac{\text{Elements}(T_1) \setminus \text{Elements}(T_2)}{|\text{Elements}(T_1) \cup \text{Elements}(T_2)|} \approx 0.71 \]

This score discriminates structural and node-based differences between trees more profoundly than the leaf-based score (see Figure 8). In many cases, as exemplarily shown in our use case, the score distribution is less skewed and the scores more homogeneously distributed across the value range. This allows for better discrimination of structural differences based on score values.

Moreover, as we include also inner-nodes in the calculation, no special score for the root nodes in trees containing the same organisms is needed (see Figures 7 and 4(b)).

3.1.4 Edge-Based Measure

Scores, which rely on nodes only (leaf-based and element-based scores), typically do not take into account the differences in the edge lengths (i.e. weights). However, the edge length encodes important biological information such as evolutionary similarity of species. Therefore, we include a weighted edge-based score, which measures the difference between the sum of path lengths between all pairs of leaves in the compared trees (see Figure 5). This measure is inspired by the approach of Steel & Penny [32], who proposed a metric based on the difference of the number of edges connecting leaves.

\[ s(T_1, T_2) = 1.0 - \frac{ed(T_1, T_2)}{\max ed(T_1, T_2)}, \text{where} \]

\[ ed(T_1, T_2) = \sqrt{\sum (wd(n^i_1, n^i_1) - wd(n^2_i, n^2_j))^2}, \text{and} \]

\[ \max ed(T_1, T_2) = \max \{\max \{wd(n^i_1, n^i_1)\}, \max \{wd(n^2_i, n^2_j)\}, \forall n^i_1, n^j_1 \in L(T_1), n^i_1 \neq n^j_1, \text{and} \forall n^2_i, n^2_j \in L(T_2), n^2_i \neq n^2_j \}

In this way, differences between trees containing the same elements in the same structure, but with other edge weight (i.e., length), can be revealed (see Figure 5). One disadvantage of the score is its normalization by the longest weighted path in both trees. As discussed in [32], this leads in large trees often to similarity scores close to 1.0 (see Figure 7(b)). Moreover, this score does not allow for determination of best matching nodes between two trees as only whole trees can be compared. Therefore, the score of a subtree is calculated according to to the corresponding path lengths in the whole compared tree.

3.1.5 Summary

The scores described above capture different tree properties. The proposed element-based score reflects the tree structure and provides a good score distribution. Edge-based score is useful only in particular cases when global grouping of the leaves is of interest, solely. The edge-based measure captures a signatures of the general structure, and can accommodate edge weights. Nevertheless, its normalization and thereby the scalability to larger trees is an open problem.

When using efficient implementation, in optimal case, all scores exhibit the same computational complexity of \(O(|V|^2)\) [25, 27, 32] which is optimal for a pairwise comparison of all subtrees [24].

3.2 Interactive Visualization

To ensure scalability, several visualizations representing different levels of abstraction are integrated in the phylogenetic tree comparison system (see Figure 3). It thereby enables the user to compare whole trees, subtrees or individual nodes. The visualizations are linked for interactive highlighting of interesting tree parts in all views. The used calculation methods and visual attributes (e.g., colormaps) are consistent in all visual representations and can be chosen interactively. The tree visualization technique was chosen so that it best fits the demands of the biologic use case. As we focused on phylogenetic trees, we employ the commonly used node-link technique reflecting the edge weights [7].

In the following, we present the data views in detail. We use the color map shown in Figure 6, where red represents low and blue high similarity. After testing various color maps from www.colorbrewer.org, we decided to use this color map as it well highlights high and low scores and offers a good score discrimination.

Figure 5: A comparison of element-based and edge-based score for measuring similarity between a reference tree (left, red border) and another tree (center, right). a) Element-based scores. Due to equal elements, both trees are regarded as similar. b) An edge-based scoring reveals the differences in edge length.

Figure 6: Color map used in the paper. Colors based on www.ColorBrewer.org, by Cynthia A. Brewer, Penn State.
3.2.1 Comparison Overview

An overview of pairwise similarities of all trees in the test data set is presented by the similarity matrix. We included this representation as it is an established approach in biology, presenting a familiar and easy to grasp overview (see Figure 2). Every row/column represents one tree and the cells encode the global similarity evaluation of tree pairs. This view allows for an overview of global similarities among trees and thereby, offers the possibility to select a reference tree for more detailed 1:n tree comparison in other views.

![Comparison Overview](image)

Figure 7: The similarity matrix color codes the pairwise global similarity of the compared trees based on a selected score. a) Leaf-based score b) Edge-based score c) Element-based score d) Element-based score with descending matrix sorting.

Additionally, the matrix can be sorted according to the sum of the scores (Figure 7). In the sorted map, the most (dis)similar trees to other trees stand out on the sides of the matrix (e.g., two right columns represent most dissimilar trees to all others). To improve the matrix visualization, we also included the variance of the scores to indicate possible local differences. The variance matrix is shown alternatively to the score matrix.

3.2.2 Score Distribution View

The overview matrix offers only one global score per tree comparison. Therefore, we included a more detailed histogram view on the score distribution in the tree comparison. The histograms offer a compact overview of the score distribution of all nodes in each tree when compared with the selected reference tree (see Figure 8). These views allow the detection of distinct score distribution patterns such as predominantly high scores, bi-modal score distributions (many low and many high scores), or trees with high variance of scores.

The histograms serve also for comparison of various score measures for the analyzed data set (see Section 3.1). Figure 8 shows a comparison of the score distributions for the three used scores. The element-based score shows better discriminative power for tree comparison as the other two measures. For example, the score distribution of the leaf-based measure is strongly skewed towards high scores. In contrast, the new element-based measure has more widely distributed scores.

![Score Distribution View](image)

Figure 8: This figure shows the histograms of the scores of the elements of all trees compared with one reference tree, in descending order. The scores are calculated using (a) the leaf-based, (b) the element-based, and (c) the edge-based score.

3.2.3 Consensus Tree View

The consensus tree provides a compact form of a 1:n comparison between one reference tree and all other trees (see Figure 9a). This view shows the conservation of the nodes of the reference tree throughout the data set. Each score is the average of the scores comparing a reference tree node against its best matching unit in all other trees. High scores mean good match across the data set. In this way, the biologist can immediately see, which sub-hierarchies are conserved (Figure 9a).

To gain more details on the composition of the calculated score of a selected node, its distribution in the data set needs to be analyzed. Therefore, we included an interactive functionality, which allows the user to highlight their values in the data set on demand. In particular, the background of all histograms of the compared trees are color coded according to their similarity to a selected node in the reference tree (see Figure 9b)). This is a powerful tool to quickly detect trees with either similar or dissimilar sub-hierarchies.

3.2.4 Tree Comparison View

The tree comparison view is the most detailed view in our framework. It contains the comparison tree scored against the reference tree shown in the consensus tree. We extended the well known pairwise comparison view with interactive functions for a better analysis of the data (see Figure 3 (3) and (4)). The used scoring scheme can be chosen from the proposed set of measures (see Section 3.1).

The linked views of tree comparisons allow for highlighting of selected structures and their best matches in all visible trees. This feature has been proven useful for comparing trees [27]. In our analysis setting (comparison of phylogenetic trees), it reveals the particular distribution of the organisms. Thereby, it provides additional information on phylogenetic tree similarity (see Figure 9).

The figure shows a reference tree with a highlighted subtree rooted in a user-selected node (pink color). The best matching nodes of the subtree are highlighted in the two compared trees. As expected, the highlighted elements are much more distributed in the dissimilar tree and compact in the similar tree.
To reduce the complexity of the visualization and improve scalability, the tree representation can be simplified [5]. In our case, those subtrees are collapsed that have element scores below a user-defined threshold (see Figure 10, green rectangles). By this, structures similar to the reference tree are hidden and dissimilarities are pointed out. In analogy, all subtrees above a certain threshold can be collapsed. This allows for focused analysis of similarities among trees. Additionally, branches that do not lead to collapsed nodes can be hidden. The threshold slider allows for interactive setting of the threshold and exploration of the effects of threshold change on the tree collapsing.

Figure 9: Tree comparison view with highlighting. a) The reference tree. One of its subtrees is highlighted by the user (in pink). b) Histogram backgrounds are colored according to selected node in reference tree. c) The compared overall most similar tree. d) The compared most dissimilar tree. c) & d) The leaves of the subtree highlighted in the reference tree are highlighted in the compared trees. Highlighted elements are more diversified in the dissimilar tree and close in the similar tree.

Figure 10: Tree comparison view with collapsing of similar elements. a) The original view with all nodes visible. b) The collapsed view, where all elements below a user-defined threshold are collapsed for focused view on tree dissimilarities and better scalability of the view. The green rectangles represent the collapsed nodes.

4 APPLICATION TO RIBOSOMAL PHYLOGENIES

The application section provides an insight into the usage of the proposed approach for visual comparison of multiple phylogenetic trees in current biologic research activities. The use case has been provided by co-authors from biology.
Figure 11: User interface in the application using 34 phylogenetic trees with 32 organisms each. The 16S tree was chosen as a reference. Four trees (L18, S14, S16 and 23S) were chosen for detailed comparison. The selected trees are highlighted in histogram view with red border.
Biologists focus on the analysis of evolutionary relationships among a selection of bacteria. The relationship between the selected bacteria is commonly determined by comparison of the 16S rRNA sequences. This comparison leads to the phylogeny approved by the biologic community. Nevertheless such sequence comparison can also be conducted using other sources such as conserved proteins, acknowledged to aid in finding the correct phylogeny. The ribosome is a molecular structure ubiquitous distributed in all living organisms. To this respect, our co-workers are interested in the analysis of the effect of the data source on the resulting phylogenies. Thereby, they solve the following tasks:

- **T1** Identification of globally interesting trees for reference purposes,

  and determination of various patterns in subhierarchies of the trees:

- **T2** The conservation of every subhierachy of the reference tree in all other trees.

- **T3** Distribution of a selected subhierachy throughout the dataset.

- **T4** Trees with high global similarity but low local similarity and vice versa.

- **T5** All (dis)similar structures in all compared trees with respect to the reference.

The comparison of phylogenetic trees is a starting point for further biological analysis. As this analysis is very time and resource consuming, the biologists need to concentrate on the most promising starting points. The presented tree comparison tool aids biologists to track down these highly promising pointers even in large datasets and to form working hypotheses for research.

### 4.1 Phylogeny Calculation

The relationship of two organisms is calculated on a common data source. Choosing an appropriate data source for phylogenetic tree calculation is however still an area of ongoing research. In our use case, we have used sequences encoding different parts of the ribosome namely rRNA and proteins.

The input data consists of bacterial genomic data downloaded from GenBank database (GbDB). The biologist extracted the desired sequences encoding ribosomal parts out of the whole genomes using BioPython [6] and Hidden-Markov-Models (HMM) in the PFAM data base [10]. To calculate the phylogenetic trees, they used the following web based tools of phylogeny.fr [7]. The alignments were performed using the MUSCLE [8] algorithm. After the so-called “curation” of the alignments with GBLOCKS [4] phylogenetic trees have been computed with PhyML [1,13].

This resulted in 34 phylogenetic trees with 32 organisms each. The trees are named according to the ribosomal parts encoded by source sequence (e.g. 16S, L4, ...). The employed naming convention is: letters before numbers for proteins and letters after numbers for rRNA. To confirm the suitability of the data sources used, the biologist compared the phylogeny of our calculated 16S data to a larger data set already validated by the biologic community [38].

Our subset is in very good agreement with the one acknowledged by the experts. Thus the 16S phylogenetic tree can be used for the comparative study described in this section.

### 4.2 Results from Visual Analysis Process

The presented analysis process started with the selection of a reference tree based on the global similarity of the trees (T1). The comparison of the implemented scores in the overview matrix showed that the element-based score exhibited the best discrimination properties (see Fig. 7 and 8). Therefore, it was used in the following analysis. Potentially interesting reference trees are usually characterized by high or low scores compared to all other trees. These trees were identified in the sorted matrix (Fig. 7(d)). Following this track, one would choose the S16 tree, because it showed up as the most distant tree. However, in this study, we concentrated on tree 16S as it refers to a biologically-validated phylogeny [38]. Looking at the global scores in the matrix column corresponding to this reference tree (Fig. 7(b)), the biologist found out that the derived phylogenetic tree strongly depends on the underlying data set.

The sorted histograms below the matrix allowed the analysts to identify interesting patterns in the score distribution for the elements of each compared tree (T4). Initially, their focus was on the most dissimilar trees. They identified the S14 and S16 ribosomal proteins as two of the most deviating trees to the reference tree (Figure 12(d)). Moreover, these trees are most dissimilar to all other trees as well (the two right columns in Figure 7(d)). This was an interesting finding, because the S14 protein is involved in the assembly of the ribosome suggesting a high conserved function and thus a highly conserved sequence [18]. Additionally, the S14 tree exhibited a bi-modal score distribution (T3). The distribution was characterized by a large amount of low- and high-scored elements (Figure 12(d)). It therefore indicated similar and different structures to the reference tree inside the same tree.

The consensus tree offers the possibility to analyze the stability of subtrees across the dataset (T2). Examination of the consensus tree identified two interesting, highly conserved clusters. Such a finding raised attention, because it contradicts the initial statement that “phylogeny computations strongly depend on the underlying data set”. The closer analysis of the distribution of the two selected clusters (T3) in the trees revealed outliers with a low conservation. Besides the already conspicuous S14 and S16, the L18 tree attracted attention (Figure 12(a) & (b)). Despite its high global similarity to the reference, it had a very low conservation for both selected substructures (Figure 12).

The identification of extrema throughout the whole data set (T5) can only be seen when all trees are simultaneously displayed. For a large number of trees, this led to a cluttered view (see Figure 10(a)). To reduce the complexity of the visualization, the biologist hid all substructures above a similarity of 0.25. This clearly reveals the most dissimilar structures compared to the reference tree (see Figure 10(b)). Their closer analysis showed that Xanthomonas campestris, a plant pathogen, was present in the opened leaves of most trees. This indicated that the relative position of Xanthomonas campestris differed significantly from the approved 16S reference tree throughout the dataset.

Our study led biologists to take a closer look on function and structure of the ribosomal proteins S14, S16 and L18 for the identified species. They now especially concentrate on the question, why the phylogenies resulting from those protein sequences exhibited such organism clusters. This research could lead to previously unknown connections between the analyzed species.

### 5 Discussion

The presented approach allows for comparison of multiple trees on several levels of detail. This is enabled via a combination of algorithmic analysis based on a new tree similarity score and interactive visualization employing linked views. As shown, this work is very useful for analysis of multiple trees in biologic research, it however has some limitations and potential for extensions.

In our work, we focused on rooted trees with the identical leaf nodes. This was inspired by the underlying biologic application. For comparison of rooted trees with varying sets of leaf nodes, the employed similarity scores need to be extended. Note that although the use case considered binary trees, the proposed similarity score and visualization are applicable also to general trees.

In order to address the scalability issues, we developed an approach analyzing trees on multiple levels. The scalability with regard to the number of trees is reflected in the selection of the refer-
ence tree and selection of the compared trees in the histogram view. In this way, the users can focus on details of only a small set of important trees to be compared. This approach, however, relies on pairwise global tree comparison, which has quadratic complexity both with regard to the number of trees as well as the number of leaf nodes (i.e., tree size). The selection of the reference tree plays an important role in the analysis. It is supported by a similarity matrix. Given the time constraints, it is assumed that only a small set of reference trees is selected by the user for the analysis. Another limitation regards the number and the size of trees visualized for detailed comparison given the available screen size. As shown, this constraint can be diminished by similarity-based tree simplification (see collapsing of nodes in Section 3.2.4). It thereby allows for simultaneous comparison of dozens of selected trees with hundreds of leaves. Our approach however needs to be extended to accommodate for large trees with thousands of nodes.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a new approach for visual comparison of multiple trees. It supports evaluating both global and local patterns among trees. We combined algorithmic calculation with interactive data visualization. The computation of (sub)tree similarity is based on a new distance measure, which takes into account tree structure and enhances discrimination in a large set of trees. The interactive visualization encompasses multiple views on similarity providing several abstraction levels – global tree, subtrees, and individual nodes.

We applied our approach to biological data on evolutionary relationships of bacteria. The new method is useful for various analytical tasks such as identification of evolutionary stable organism relations. As it allows to compare patterns in multiple trees simultaneously, it triggers new hypotheses about evolutionary ancestry between organisms, which could not be found using only pairwise comparison. The presented approach can be used utilized not only for comparing phylogenetic trees but also for other problems such as evaluating results of hierarchic clustering with differing parameter settings.

Our work can be extended in various ways. In our use case, the tree roots were determined by the phylogeny algorithm. According to the biologists, it would also be interesting to be able assessing the effect of the root position on tree similarity. It will allow them to analyze new phylogenetic hypotheses. Therefore, we would like to extend our approach to the comparison of various tree roots. Moreover, we would like to adapt our approach to \( n \)-ary trees, as well as to accommodate for trees with varying sets of leaf nodes. This would allow us to cover a wider range of use cases. We would also like to test our system with data sets of various sizes in order to assess its limitations with respect to the number of trees and tree sizes.
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